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International Whisk(e)y

🇺🇸  UNITED STATES
Jack Daniel’s No. 7 (40%) 
The top-selling American whiskey in the world 
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Jack Daniel’s Single Barrel (45%) 
Single cask Tennessee Whiskey for which the 
distiller selects outstanding single barrels. It is 
much more individual & refined than the No. 7 
2cl: €3,20    4cl: €6,20

Jack Daniel’s Gentlemen Jack (40%) 
Double-filtered Jack Daniel’s before maturation & 
before bottling. This results in a sweet, mild & 
smooth whiskey 
2cl: €2,70    4cl: €5,00

Jim Beam White Label (40%) 
This giant of the category is aged for four years in 
oak barrels to create a smooth, mellow taste with 
hints of spice. 
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Jim Beam Devils Cut (45%) 
Blending their 6 year old whiskey with spirit 
extracted from the wood of the cask itself, where 
it's soaked in over the years of maturation. This 
gives a robust & hefty bourbon with a nice chunk 
of woody richness. 
2cl: €3,30    4cl: €6,40

Jim Beam Double Oak (45%) 
Like all of their bourbons, the new Jim Beam 
Double Oak is crafted in charred oak. Its rich 
flavour is from the second time being aged in 
another separate barrel 
2cl: €3,30    4cl: €6,40

Four Roses (40%) 
Nose is delicate & appealing with fruity sweet 
honey & vanilla toffee. Notes of corn syrup, 
flowers & fennel can be found in the background. 
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Wild Turkey 101 (40,5%) 
One of America's biggest-selling premium 
bourbons, Wild Turkey 101 is a richly-flavoured 
concoction with a mellowness that belies its high 
strength. Classic spicy kick, with pear & vanilla, 
full & strong finish  
2cl: €2,20    4cl: €4,20

Wild Turkey American Honey (35,5%) 
Liqueur, perfect with ice cubes. Soft & clean 
finish, with the rich honey texture lingering. 
American Honey was named as World's Best 
Whisky Liqueur three years in a row. 
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,40

Woodford Reserve Rye (45,2%) 
Closer to the bourbon-style end of the rye 
spectrum, so is on the sweeter side, yet has rye’s 
distinctly spicy/fruity profile with a peppery 
undertone & notes of nuts & apple. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00

Bulleit Bourbon (45%) 
Quite full with notes of zesty orange, a hint of 
dried peel, a note of winter spice, a cigar box 
character & a touch of perfume. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

🇨🇦  CANADA
Crown Royal (40%)  
Created to celebrate a visit from King George VI & 
Queen Elizabeth in 1939, Crown Royal is full-bodied, 
yet delicately smooth & creamy, with hints of oak & 
vanilla. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Lot No 40 (43%)  
Wheat, reminiscent of bread, light honey note, clove, 
light peppery note, light sweetness in the nose, thin 
taste, spicy with a medium-lasting finish 
2cl: €4,50    4cl: €8,80

🏴  ENGLAND
English Whisky Chapter 4 (46%) 
Smooth, well integrated peat, very fruity palate. 
Christmas spices, hint of orange zest just at the end 
2cl: €4,20    4cl: €8,20

🏴  WALES
Penderyn Celt (41%) 
Penderyn Celt is the Welsh distillery's 41% version of 
their malt finished in ex-peated casks. A fresh, sweet 
and smoky whisky. Vanilla & orange zest. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Penderyn Legend (41%) 
This Penderyn has been matured in bourbon wood 
before finishing in ex-Madeira casks. Bottled at a 
slightly lower strength than the standard Penderyn 
Madeira Wood for even easier drinkability.. 
2cl: €3,20    4cl: €6,20

🇯🇵  JAPAN
Akashi White Oak (46%) 
Produced by White Oak in Hyogo, just west of Kobe, 
this non-age-statement release ought to prove rather 
interesting for whisky adventurers looking to try 
something new. Pleasant on the nose. Creamy. 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60

🇮🇳  INDIA
Amrut (46%) 
Amrut's flagship Indian single malt, showing their 
signature character of spice, fruit & honey. Bottled at 
46%, it has the depth of flavour needed to properly 
showcase the distillery. 
2cl: €3,60    4cl: €7,00

🇩🇪  Germany
Glen Els (Elsburn) - The Journey (43%) 
Fruity and full nose, orange, raisins, coffee, milk with 
honey. Nutty taste & not a completely round finish 
2cl: €4,70    4cl: €8,80

Knob Creek Rye (50%) 
Plenty of wood & spice, and some rich toffee notes 
to round out what's really a full-flavour whiskey. At 
100 proof, plenty of fierce alcohol heat.  
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Maker's Mark 46 (47%) 
Rich maple syrup buttery goodness. Toffee 
sweetness and the saw dust from freshly cut wood. 
Has a very toasty aroma. 
2cl: €4,70    4cl: €9,20
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🏴 Scotch Whisky

HIGHLANDS 
Smooth & Floral

Dalwhinnie 15 year (43%) 
Dalwhinnie 15 year old is a good 
introduction to the delights of single 
malt whisky – elegant, smooth & 
medium-bodied, with a light, fruity 
palate & a whiff of heather on the finish. 
Part of Diageo's Classic Malt range. The 
flavours are simple, but flawless, a clean, 
crisp 15 year old from the Dalwhinnie 
distillery. Malty & gentle smoke textures. 
2cl: €4,60    4cl: €8,50 

Ardmore Tradtional (40%) 
A young peated Highlander from the 
excellent Ardmore distillery, Ardmore 
traditional Cask has been finished in 
quarter casks to speed up maturation. 
Gold Medal in its category at the World 
Whisky Awards. 
2cl: €3,80    4cl: €7,50 

Glenscotia 10 year (46%) 
The 10 year old single malt expression 
from Campb eltow n's Glen Scotia 
distillery, in a redesigned bottle featuring 
a rather stoic Highland cow. Fairly simple 
& easy to drink. Nutty finish. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00 

Oban 14 year (43,5%) 
The Western Highland representative in 
Diageo's 'Classic Malt' series, Oban 14yo is 
a superb, full-blooded fruity malt with a 
whiff of heather & more than a hint of 
smoke. 
2cl: €4,60    4cl: €9,00 

Loch Lomond (45,8%) 
A satisfying, subtly peated single malt 
Scotch whisky from Loch Lomond. 
Initially young tasting, then mellows into 
a mature creamy & soft peaty delight. 
2cl: € 3,50   4cl: €6,80 

Loch Lomond 18 year (45,8%) 
Matured in American-oak casks, this 18-
year-old whisky from Loch Lomond is 
full-bodied & rounded with notes of 
toast, cigar box, apple, gooseberry & 
light smoke. Nutty brown bread on the 
palate with a layer of blackcurrant jam. 
2cl: € 3,90   4cl: €7,70 

Highland Park 12 year (40%) 
The entry level bottling from Scotland's 
most northerly distillery, Highland Park, 
aged for 12 years with plenty of citrus & 
green notes. 
2cl: €4,90    4cl: €9,60 

Highland Park Einar Warrior 
Series (40%) 
packed with smoky peat, sweet vanilla & 
subtle tropical fruit notes, culminating in 
a long, well balanced finish of smoke & 
sweetness. This entry in the Warrior 
series is named after Einar ruler of 
Orkney 
2cl: €5,10    4cl: €10,00 

AnCnoc 12 year (40%) 
This lip-smacking 12 year old AnCnoc (formerly Knockdhu) 
is a top-quality proponent of the non-sherried Speyside 
style, showing polished malt & a delicious spiciness 
throughout a warm, complex palate & lasting finish 
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,60 

Dalmore 12 year (40%) 
Launched in late 2008 to replace the previous 12 year old, 
this single malt from the Dalmore distillery is a toasty, 
coffee-rich dram with beautifully spice notes & a thick 
mouthfeel. Very rich for a 12 year old. 
2cl: €4,50    4cl: €8,60 

Dalmore Dominium (43%) 
This luscious, super-smooth rare Dalmore has been 
matured in Matusalem sherry casks. It is rich & sweet with 
notes of toffee, pineapple & ginger. Exotic spice, sweet chilli, 
dried fruit & mixed peels on the palate, delivering a finish 
of fruit salad, caramel & a little black pepper. Simply put, an 
exceptional whisky 
2cl: €10,00    4cl: €19,00 

Tomatin Cù Bòcan (46%) 
Cù Bòcan is a mythical hellhound who has stalked the 
residents of the village of Tomatin for centuries. As a 
'tribute' to him, Tomatin have produced this lightly peated 
whisky, which has been matured in a combination of ex 
bourbon, ex sherry & virgin oak casks. A springy citrus 
blend of oranges & grapefruits. Smoke starts to seep 
through slowly. Medium finish with a final flash of the 
spectral smoke. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00 

Glenmorangie 10 year (40%) 
The 'original' sets a high standard for Highland whisky, & 
has gone from strength to strength since its slightly 
controversial packaging redesign a few years ago. Medium-
bodied & gently warming, with pleasant spicy notes. 
Sublimely creamy & fruity in true house style. Malty. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00 

Glenmorangie Nectar d’Or 12 year (46%) 
Nectar D'Or is a reference to the golden nectar that was 
previously held in the casks used to finish the whisky. 
Glenmorangie's Nectar d'Or is a 12 Year Old whisky finished 
in Sauternes casks. This is sweet & spicy with notes of 
ginger, nutmeg lemon meringue & honeycomb. 
2cl: €5,50    4cl: €10,80 

LOWLANDS 
Light & Fresh

Glenkinchie 12 year (43%) 
The nose is quite light, yet fragrant. Notes of fresh cereal 
and grist, some barley sweetness & a nutty note. Acacia 
honey creeps in with gentle warmth. The palate is very 
fruity with notes of Madeira & sweet stewed fruits. A hint 
of calvados and tannic oak lining the mouth. The finish is 
of medium length with notes of cereal & a fresh greenness. 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60

Auchentoshan 12 year (40%) 
The 12 year old is smooth, fresh & nutty with a golden 
honey appearance. It has a Creme Brulee smell with a burst 
of citrus & the signature nuttiness & green leafiness of 
Auchen-toshan. To taste the palate is smooth & sweet with 
hints of tangerine & lime.  To finish, it is a gingery & 
slightly drying with a pleasant lingering nuttiness. 
2cl: €4,20    4cl: €8,20

Auchentoshan American Oak (40%) 
A nice mellow scotch with a peppery citrus start which 
turns to buttery popcorn & vanilla. This would make a nice 
aperitif or dessert offering.  
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00
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🏴 Scotch Whisky
Big Peat (46%) 
Big Peat is a feisty Islay character but with a sweet side 
too. He carries a big peaty, beachy, oceanic, ashy selection 
of malts only from the magical Whisky Island of Islay. 
Fresh, salty nose, ashy palate with long & lingering 
smokey, liquorice tangy finish 
2cl: €5,60    4cl: €11,00

Laphroaig 10 year (40%) 
Laphroaig 10yo is a full-bodied, smoky gem, with a 
residual sweetness & a hint of salt amid the seaweedy, 
peaty characters before a long warming finish. A classic 
punchy dram. 
2cl: €4,50    4cl: €8,80

Laphroaig QA Quarter Cask (40%) 
A vibrant young Laphroaig whose maturation has been 
speeded up by ageing in quarter casks. This shows soft 
sweetness & a velvety feel when first tasted, then the 
intense peatiness so unique to Laphroaig comes bursting 
through. A terrific whisky & great value.  
2cl: €4,50    4cl: €8,80

Laphroaig Select (40%) 
Just the ticket for introducing someone to the wonders of 
Islay's smoky expressions. 
2cl: €4,60    4cl: €9,00

Six Isles (40%) 
A blend of six single malts, one from each of the whisky 
producing Scottish islands. Arran, Islay, Jura, Mull, 
Orkney & Skye are all represented here. 
2cl: €3,20    4cl: €6,20

ISLAY & ISLAND 
Peaty & Maritime

Ardbeg 10 year (46%) 
For peat lovers, Ardbeg 10 Year Old is probably 
the highest-quality 'entry-level' single malt on 
the market, & the distillery many Islay 
connoisseurs would choose as their favourite. A 
whirlwind of peat & complex malty flavours.  
Whisky Bible Awards 2012: Best Single Malt 
Scotch of the Year, 10 Years & Under 
2cl: €4,90    4cl: €9,60

Bowmore 12 year (40%) 
Islay's 'medium-peated' malt. A pronounced 
iodine character with plenty of pepper, the 
current 12yo bottling is a welcome return to 
the classic Bowmores of the 1960s & 70s, with 
the emphasis on tropical fruit & smoke. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00

Bowmore Black Rock (40%) 
A No-Age State-ment whisky that was matured 
predominately in ex-Spanish sherry casks, it is a 
delicious balance of peat smoke, treacle toffee 
& orange from first sip to last. 
2cl: €3,80    4cl: €7,50

Lagavulin 16 year (43%) 
A much sought-after single malt with the 
massive peat-smoke that's typical of southern 
Islay, but also offering richness & a dryness 
that turns it into a truly interesting whisky. 
2cl: €5,10    4cl: €10,00

Finlaggan 10 year (40%) 
The source of Finlaggan remains a closely 
guarded secret. A customer said “So similar, in 
so many different ways, that I bet this came out 
the back door of the Lagavulin distillery at 10 
years of age & was rebadged as Finlaggan Old 
Reserve, which fails to tell us just how old it is..” 
2cl: €3,00    4cl: €5,80

Bunnabhainn 12 year (46,3%) 
This is lightly peated for an Islay malt & thus is 
a light, fresh dram. Now at the higher strength 
of 46.3% for more complexity & flavour. 
2cl: €4,80    4cl: €9,40

Isle of Arran 10 year (46%) 
Dry nose with notes of rapeseed oil, biscuity, 
buttered toast, vanilla & fruit. Buttery & sweet 
palate with notes of apple peel. Sweet & creamy 
finish with hints of oats, toasted nuts & oil 
2cl: €3,00    4cl: €5,80

Big Smoke (46%) 
Created to blend malts from the islands' most 
iconic distilleries, bottled at a young age in its 
most rugged form. The nose hints of cool wood 
smoke, wet leaves, vanilla & oak. Charcoal, 
caramel, smoked meat on the palate with a 
long finish, notes of the coast & wood ash 
2cl: €5,60    4cl: €10,50

Jura Superstition (43%) 
Lightly peated with hints of smoke and spice. 
Crafted from a selection of the finest aged Jura 
single malt whiskies, this mysterious spirit has a 
unique style and character, with tastes of spice, 
honey, pine and peat with a whisper of smoke. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00

BLENDED  
From All Regions

Ballantines (40%) 
Classic blend, perfect for mixing with cola. Expressive 
nose with crisp barley sugars, a touch of wood smoke & 
toffee. Rich & sweet palate with barley & caramel, very 
gentle peat. Soft & sweet finish. Whisky Bible winner 2020 
2cl: €2,10    4cl: €4,00

Johnnie Walker Black Label 12 year (40%) 
Johnnie Walker Black is a blend of around 40 whiskies, 
very well put together & one of the world’s most famous 
whiskies. There are notes of wood smoke & dry spice, 
hints of barley & cereal with creamy toffee & a distinct 
herbal note. 
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Johnnie Walker Red Label (40%) 
Johnnie Walker Red Label was launched in its current 
form by brothers George and Alexander Walker in 1909, 
though it had existed as Walker's Special Old Highland 
Red Label for some years previously. Alexander blended a 
type of whisky which is more suited to mixing with soda 
than the heavier, more old-fashioned whiskies, and 
named it after his grandfather, who had started the family 
business in 1820. The palate is quite full & rich. 
2cl: €2,10    4cl: €4,00

Famous Grouse Blended Scotch (40%) 
A crisp, light nose offering up notes of toffee apples, hints 
of dried flowers & biscuity barley. Balanced, biscuit-laden 
palate with a core of thick, creamy malt. Just a hint of 
spice & the vaguest whisper of smoke really bring a great 
deal of complexity. 
2cl: €2,20    4cl: €4,10

Teacher’s Highland Cream (40%) 
The nose is fruity & well malted with gentle sweetness. 
Some smoke & a touch of honey. The mouth feel is quite 
big with a supple maltiness & the vaguest whisper of 
muted peat. The finish is well fruited with toffee, malt & a 
faint hint of smoke. 
2cl: €1,50    4cl: €2,80
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🏴  Scotch Whisky

SPEYSIDE 
Fruity & Delicate

Benromach 10 year (43%) 
This whisky was matured for the first nine years 
in 4/5 bourbon & 1/5 sherry casks before a year 
in sherry casks. Mouthwateringly bittersweet. 
Ginger, dry sherry, almost hoppy after a while. 
Its maturity belies its 10 years of age and the 
sherry finish has done wonders. 
2cl: €4,80    4cl: €9,40

Chivas Regal 12 year (40%) 
Chivas Regal is a world-famous Scotch blend 
which was first made in the early 20th century 
by Chivas Brothers. 'The blend for grown-ups, 
for people who have made their rites of passage 
& are ready to enjoy their success. Sweet, but 
not cloying. Buxom, but not overblown. 
Balanced with herbs, honey & fruit dominating 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,90

Glen Grant 10 year (40%) 
Very reliable quality Speyside from a distillery 
founded in 1840. Glen Grant is one of the 
world's best-selling single malts & is particularly 
popular in Italy. A huge 95 points from Jim 
Murray's Whisky Bible 2013, along with the title 
of Single Malt of the Year (10 year old & Under). 
Gentle peat, malty. 
2cl: €3,60    4cl: €7,50

Knockando 12 year (43%) 
A delicate, sweet 12 year old single malt, 
unchallenging, yet charming. It was due to the 
Knockando distillery that Knockdhu began 
bottling their whiskies under the name anCnoc 
- for they deemed the names too similar & 
wanted to avoid confusion. 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60

Black Bull (40%) 
Honey'd cereal on the nose with a pinch of peat 
smoke followed by malty chocolate. Sugared 
peels & honeycomb on the palate which 
develops into notes of nutmeg & porridge, 
leaving a lingering malty, peppery warm finish. 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60

Singleton of Dufftown 15 year (40%) 
Diageo’s easy-drinking Speysider. Singleton of 
Dufftown is aged in a mix of European and 
American oak casks & it's sweet & spicy. This is 
a mix of European & US oak casks, producing a 
smooth, sweet, approachable style & a spicy, 
drying finish. 
2cl: €3,70    4cl: €7,20

Craggenmore 12 year (40%) 
A sherried 12 year old single malt, this bottling 
from the Cragganmore distillery represents 
Speyside & proffers a rich, slightly floral whisky 
with barley notes. The Speyside representative 
of the Classic Malts series is rich & spicy, with a 
very satisfying complexity & well-sherried 
backbone. 
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,60

Aberlour 16 yr double matured (40%) 
Matured in two types of casks, the traditional 
oak & sherry oak casks & bottled at a slightly 
lower abv of 40% than previous editions, this 16 
year old Aberlour is bursting with lush plum, 
raisin & even floral notes. 
2cl: €5,10    4cl: €10,00

Balvenie Doublewood 12 year (40%)        
Sweet with good body. The bourbon characters develop; 
gentle spice with a little vanilla, a balancing peat taste to 
finish. 
2cl: €4,80    4cl: €9,20

Aberlour 10 year (43%) 
Exported to over 50 countries! Quite full-bodied, spicy 
rich fruitcake, toffee notes & a creamy malty-feel. 
2cl: €4,20    4cl: €8,20

Glenlivet 12 year (40%) 
Sweet creamy vanilla, honey, pineapple, vanilla, pressed 
apples & a little cinnamon. Glenlivet 12 year old has a 
soft smooth balance of sweet summer fruits & the floral 
notes of spring flowers. 
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,60

Glenlivet 15 year (40%) 
A cut above the standard-issue 12yo, Glenlivet 15yo is 
finished in Limousin French Oak. Expect rich notes of 
fruit, almonds and sweet spice.. 
2cl: €4,70    4cl: €9,20

Glenfiddich 12 year (40%) 
Light, floral, spices. Very smooth. The Glenfiddich 
distillery was the first that William Grant ever built (the 
second was Balvenie). Light & easy-drinking stuff. 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60

Glenfiddich 15 year (40%) 
A 15 year old matured in American bourbon, Portuguese 
sherry and virgin oak. The whisky was then married in a 
Solera vat. Medium palate with sherry & raisins with 
candied fruit finish. 
2cl: €4,80    4cl: €9,40

MacAllan Amber (40%) 
Amber is part of The Macallan's new no age statement 
range of Speyside single malts, which concentrates on 
colour. The darker the whisky, the older & more 
complex.   
2cl: €6,50    4cl: €13,00

UKNOWN REGION

Peat’s Beast (46%) 
A lightly coloured young, extremely peaty whisky. It’s 
got the rampant smoke you'd expect from a beastly 
named whisky as well as a pleasant, citrussy fresh 
fruitiness. 
2cl: €4,10    4cl: €8,00

ISLAY & ISLAND 
Peaty & Maritime

Compass Box Peat Monster (46%) 
The Peat Monster contains whisky from secret 
distilleries. Some were from the village of Port Askaig in 
Islay, with some south coast Islay whisky too. This was 
matured in a mix of first fill & refill American oak casks. 
2cl: €4,20    4cl: €8,20

Caol Ila 12 year (43%) 
Caol Ila 12 Year Old is of medium weight, but still 
packing plenty of potent phenols, this is a refined, 
powerful dram with a compensating oiliness. A 
balanced, peaty beauty. 
2cl: €4,40    4cl: €8,60

Talisker 10 year (45,8%) 
Pungent smoke with ground black pepper & a healthy 
whack of seaweed leading to a full & robust body with a 
hint of toffee. Brimful of coastal power & elegance, with 
the hallmark chilli & white pepper notes tantalising the 
tastebuds. Finish is long & smokey with Talisker pepper. 
2cl: €4,10   4cl: €8,00 
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🇮🇪 Irish Whiskey

IRISH DISTILLERS MIDLETON 
Midleton Very Rare (40%) 
The nose is complex & well-balanced with notes 
of spice, potpourri, wood resin, oak & juicy 
cereals. The palate is creamy & sweet with notes 
of fresh flowers, butterscotch & vanilla. The 
finish is long & spicy.   
2cl: €13,00    4cl: €25,00
Paddy’s Irish (40%) 
A triple distilled blended Irish Whiskey 
produced in Cork & made, unusually, with all 
three styles of Irish whiskey: single pot still, 
single malt & grain. 
2cl: €2,60    4cl: €5,00
Powers 12 years (40%)   
A single pot still release of Powers whisky. It's 
matured in a combination of bourbon and 
oloroso sherry casks. A well balanced whiskey 
with no note out of place. 
2cl: €4,80    4cl: €9,40
Powers Gold Label (40%)   
This blend was introduced in 1791 by John Power 
& Sons, originally a pure pot still whiskey, now 
a popular blend of pot still & grain whiskeys. 
Gentle & light nose, notes of caramel & cereal 
sweetness, honey & malt. 
2cl: €2,60    4cl: €5,00
Redbreast 12 year old (40%) 
A robust whiskey, with a nose of linseed oil, 
mixed fruit, sherry & vanilla. Big & voluptuous 
in the mouth, with Irish oiliness, cooked fruit, 
ginger & a nuttiness as it dries in a lengthy & 
well-mannered finish. Whisky Bible 2020 
winner, “Irish Whiskey of the year”, again! 
2cl: €4,70    4cl: €9,20
Tullamore Dew 6 year (40%) 
The “Dew” in Tullamore Dew comes from the 
initials of a General Manager at the Tullamore 
distillery in the later 19th Century, named 
Daniel E Williams. The nose is fruity & biscuity. 
The palate is of good body with notes of 
sherried peels & spice, grains & vanilla cream 
2cl: €2,60    4cl: €5,00
Tullamore 12 years Special Reserve 
(40%) 
Originally launched for the travel retail market, 
this 12 year old Irish blend is full of sweetness & 
sublimely smooth. A hint of linseed & honey. 
Light with a touch of gentle spices with a nutty 
bitter-sweetness 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80
Green Spot (40%) 
An old whiskey bonders brand, Green Spot is 
fresh on the pallet with orchard fruits & barley. 
The pot still spice & creamy mouthfeel is 
evident 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60
Method & Madness Single Pot - French 
Chestnut (46%) 
Red liquorice laces, fresh rosemary & mint with 
hints of  grated root ginger in the nose, sweet 
fruit & spice, cinnamon toast & ripe banana 
taste with an aromatic green tea, dissipating 
fruit & spice, rich wood farewell finish 
2cl: €8,40    4cl: €16,60

COOLEY DISTILLERY

Connemara Peated (40%)   
Well Smoked & peaked, heather freshness & floral 
notes, honeyed sweetness & a little wood. 
2cl: €3,60    4cl: €7,00

Connemara Turf Mór (46%)   
Petrichor nose, roasted malt & a subtle whiff of 
vanilla sweetness. Most certainly an earthy expression 
on the palate, with a touch of coriander seed spiciness 
growing, leaving lingering touches of smoke on the 
finish. 
2cl: €4,50    4cl: €9,40

Tyrconnell 15 years (40%) 
A 15 year old Tyrconnell, this Irish single malt is 
produced at the Cooley distillery & matured in 
American oak. Sweet grains & subtle bourbon nose, 
creamy on the palate with cinnamon & vanilla, 
strawberry milkshake 
2cl: €5,00    4cl: €9,80

Tyrconnell (40%) 
This single malt whiskey is incredibly creamy & 
smooth. The nose is sweet & crisp with orchard fruits 
& a malty character. Oaked dryness & an oily note. 
The finish is dry & grassy with a little spice. 
2cl: €3,60    4cl: €7,00

Kilbeggan Traditional (40%) 
Named after St Bécán, one of the twelve Apostles of 
Ireland who founded a monastery in the 6th century. 
Smooth & malty. A good bodied whiskey with 
honeyed sweetness & malt. 
2cl: €2,70    4cl: €5,20

Kilbeggan 8 year old (40%) 
An 8 year old single grain Whiskey that won Gold 3 
years running at the international wine & spirits 
competition between 2008 & 2010. A sensational 
grain whiskey, sweet, smooth vanilla before spicy oak 
comes in.  
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Lockes 8 year old (40%) 
This single malt is rich with notes of fruit & barley 
malt, plenty of oak with a little floral character. "A 
very tasty dram, with a clear malt-intense in the 
Speyside style. The sheer intensity of the malt is 
sublime." Jim Murray, author of Classic Irish Whiskey.  
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €5,80

WALSH WHISKEY DISTILLERY

The Irishman Single malt (40%) 
This is a classic Irish Malt, triple distilled & aged in 
Oak Bourbon & Oloroso Sherry Casks to give 
exceptional flavour & complexity.  
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,60

Writer’s Tears Pot Still blend (40%) 
Writer’s Tears is a light, sweet Irish whiskey made 
using a mix of single pot still & single malt whiskies, 
resulting honey'd, fruity notes. Easy to drink, it is a 
great introduction to Irish whiskey. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Roe & Co

Roe & Co. irish Whiskey Blend (45%) 
Creamy, delightfully fragrant and remarkably 
rounded with notes of soft spice 
2cl: €3,90    4cl: €7,60
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ST PATRICKS DISTILLERY,CORK

St. Patrick’s Single Malt (46%) 
St. Patrick’s Irish Whiskey is matured for more than 3 
years in first fill bourbon barrels using 3 year old 
grain blended with 21 year old malt 
2cl: €5,60    4cl: €11,00

OLD BUSHMILLS

Bushmills Original Irish Whiskey (40%) 
Grain whiskey reserved for Bushmills Original 
is slowly matured for a minimum of five years 
in American oak casks before blending with 
Irish Single Malt whiskey to produce this 
original blend. With its rich warming taste of 
fresh fruit & vanilla its said to “burst on your 
tongue before turning to honey in your 
cheeks”, try it! 
2cl: €3,30    4cl: €6,40

Bushmills Black Bush (40%) 
Right from the pour, the dark colouring is 
noticeable, a result of maturing for up to 7 
years in Spanish Oloroso sherry casks & sweet 
bourbon barrels. This 80% malt premium 
whiskey floats across the tongue to deliver 
dark, velvety fruity notes right through to the 
back of your throat. 
2cl: €3,30    4cl: €6,40

Bushmills Red Bush (40%) 
Red Bush is a blended whiskey aged in first-fill-
bourbon casks. No age is given other than the 
standard "at least 3 years of age" as is the 
youngest age requirement for any Irish 
Whiskey. The aroma is quite sweet on the 
Demerara sugar side. This mingles with light 
cereal grains & light barrel spices. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Bushmills 10 years (40%) 
The first of the single malts‚ & one that will 
leave you with an exceptionally smooth finish. 
The distinctive Bushmills light fruity aroma is 
the result of 10 years of maturation mostly in 
bourbon seasoned barrels. A former winner of 
Best Irish Single Malt Whiskey in the World at 
the World Whiskies Awards. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Bushmills 16 years (40%) 
Two whiskeys are matured for 16 years, one in a 
bourbon barrel & the other in sherry, then 
married together in a sweet port-infused cask. 
An intense taste, leaving a hint of dark 
chocolate. Perfect as an after-dinner dram. 
2cl: €11,00    4cl: €21,00

Bushmills 21 years (40%) 
A mix of bourbon & sherry casks matured for 
19 years before the last two years are spent 
finishing in ex-Madeira casks, this is the top of 
Bushmills' regular range. Produced in limited 
numbers, each bottle is numbered. It is a 
remarkably fresh & lively tasting malt, given its 
advanced years. The malt is very delicate & 
elegant & this strikes a nice balance of fruit, 
spice & sweetness. 
2cl: €13,00    4cl: €25,00

Proper No. Twelve (40%) 
Distilled by Bushmills Distillery for Conor 
McGregor. Baked apple with touch of honey in 
the nose, smooth & approachable with vanilla, 
honey & fresh fruit on the palate & finishing in 
warming creamy toffee notes 
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,60

🇮🇪 Irish Whiskey
JAMESON DISTILLERY DUBLIN

Jameson 1780, Signature Reserve (40%) 
A special selection by a master blender of old triple 
distilled Jameson whiskey, matured in both Oloroso 
distilled & ex-bourbon American barrels, this whiskey 
has sweet, nutty sherry & toasted wood tones. 
2cl: €4,50    4cl: €8,80

John Jameson triple distilled (40%) 
The craft of producing Jameson is a combination of 
the purest pot still & grain whiskeys, triple distillation 
& many years of maturation resulting in delicious 
hints of spices & sherry tones. 
2cl: €3,00    4cl: €5,80

Jameson Black Barrel Select Reserve (40%) 
AKA Small Batch - a super release from Jameson, with 
a high proportion of Irish pot still whiskey as well as 
small batch grain. The result is an increased body & 
level of richness when compared to the core 
expression. It's aged in double charred first fill 
bourbon casks (black barrels) 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Jameson 18 years, Limited Reserve (40%) 
Notes of grain, pot-stilled cereal, acorns, apple peels 
& light spice; initial explosion of ripe apples, 
gooseberries, spice & pepper, then nuttiness which 
feels a lot like potatoes & leeks. Long & balanced 
finish, introducing soft vanilla & oak flavours 
2cl: €14,00    4cl: €27,00

Jameson Caskmates Stout Edition (40%) 
Having sent some of their casks to the local craft stout 
brewers at Franciscan Well, the casks were returned 
to Midleton where they were subsequently used to 
give a stout finish to Jameson 
2cl: €3,30    4cl: €6,40

Jameson Crested Ten (40%) 
Crested Ten was first released by Jameson in 1963, 
when the whiskey bonding trade was dying out. With 
a high proportion of pot still & Sherry-matured 
whiskeys, this is a top Irish blend, a real gem. 
2cl: €3,20    4cl: €6,20

Dublin Liberties DISTILLERY

Dublin Liberties Oak Devil (46%) 
A blended Irish whiskey from Quintessential Brands. 
Aged in bourbon casks & filled with notes of caramel, 
Christmas cake & pepper 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

Dublin Liberties 10Y Copper Alley (46%) 
Sherried peels, custard creams and hot cinnamon on 
the nose, a palate of dark chocolate, raisin and 
touches of oily walnut, finishing with lingering nutty 
notes, now leaning more towards sugared almond. 
2cl: €4,90     4cl: €9,60  

Dead Rabbit (44%) 
From the founders of the New York's Dead Rabbit 
Saloon. A blend of malt and grain whiskeys, this is 
matured first in bourbon casks before a finish in 
virgin American-oak casks for an extra kick of spice. 
2cl: €3,40     4cl: €6,60  
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🇮🇪 Irish Whiskey

INDEPENDENT DISTILLERY

Knappogue Castle 12 years old (40%) 
Made exclusively from un-peated malted barley & aged 
in ex-bourbon casks for 12 years. Gold colour, a light & 
sweet nose with honey, toasted malt & milk chocolate 
2cl: €3,10    4cl: €6,00

Teeling Rum Cask Irish Whiskey (40%) 
This is a delicious small-batch blend with a very high 
malt content. It's also been matured in rum casks for 
added spice, with hints of dried herbs & cinnamon. A 
deliciously creamy, spicy & rich Irish blend 
2cl: €3,70    4cl: €7,20

Teeling Single Grain Irish Whiskey (40%) 
Teeling's Single Grain Whiskey has been matured full 
term in Californian Cabernet Sauvignon wine barrels, 
resulting in a spicy & fruity whiskey. Flavours open up 
with water. 
2cl: €4,70    4cl: €9,20

Teeling Spirit of Dublin Poitín  (52,5%)   
Distilled in copper pot stills. Sweet baking notes with a dry 
fruity edge. Creamy & spiced.  
2cl: €3,70    4cl: €7,20

GLENDALOUGH

Glendalough 7 year old (46%)   
A silky velvety smooth palate with 
returning orange zest tones to the fore, 
dark chocolate notes & just enough 
cinnamon & white pepper spice to keep it 
interesting. 
2cl: €4,70    4cl: €9,20

Glendalough 13 year old (46%)   
13 year old single malt Irish whiskey, 
released by Glendalough. It's allowed to age 
in bourbon casks for its maturation, which 
results in waves & waves of caramel & 
vanilla notes. 
2cl: €7,50    4cl: €14,80

Glendalough Double Barrel (42%)   
A single grain Irish whiskey, initially 
matured in American bourbon barrels 
before enjoying a finishing period of six 
months in Spanish Oloroso Sherry casks, 
rich in vanilla, caramel & dried fruit notes. 
2cl: €3,60    4cl: €7,00

Glendalough Poitín (40%)   
Before there was whiskey, there was poitin. 
The original “water of life”. It’s Ireland’s gift 
to the world, one of the first spirits to be 
distilled. Glendalough allow their Poitin to 
be aged in virgin oak casks before bottling. 
Quite fruity nose with an edge of light fruit. 
Vanilla cream on the palate & oak notes on 
the finish. 
2cl: €3,40    4cl: €6,60

WEST CORK DISTILLERS

West Cork Classic Blend Irish 
Whiskey (40%)   
F l a g s h i p w h i s k e y f r o m t h e s o l e 
independent distiller in Ireland. It blends 
malt whiskey with softening grain whiskey, 
aged in ex-bourbon casks. Smooth & 
approachable with a vanilla finish. 
2cl: €3,00    4cl: €5,80

West Cork 10 years (40%)   
Matured in first-fill bourbon barrels. Green 
apple, subtle stone fruit, nougat & vanilla 
on the nose. The palate is less fruity, plenty 
of malt & a solid core of rich caramel. Long 
& warming finish with gentle spice & a hint 
of milk chocolate. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

West Cork Glengarriff Series Bog 
Oak (40%)   
Glengarriff Bog Oak Charred Cask has 
dried fruit aromas, with smoky & slightly 
sweet flavors that lead to a finish of dried 
fruit with light smoke & peaty undertones. 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80

West Cork Glengarriff Series Peat 
Charred Cask (43%)   
Glengarriff Peat Charred Cask carries 
aromas of spice, dried leather & sweet fruit 
with flavors of spice, malt & cracked 
pepper, & a finish of spice, malt & dried 
fruit 
2cl: €3,50    4cl: €6,80
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Have You Visited Our 
Other Irish Pub?

Humboldt Straße 2-4 
79098 Freiburg 
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